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since we are using git for our source code management, as part of
the new version of the autodesk dynamo studio codebase, we are
reworking the sources, refactoring them into logical components.
this will make it easier to read and modify the code, and introduce
additional functionality as well. in the dynamo sandbox solution,
open the dynamosandbox.sln solution file. this will rebuild the

solution for every debugging session. to rebuild the solution, right-
click the solution and select rebuild. alternatively, you can simply
rebuild the solution manually by deleting the existing dynamo.sln

file and then right-clicking the dynamosandbox.sln file and
selecting rebuild. after installing the assembly, we must install the

required assemblies. to do this, click start in the main dynamo
studio window. then, click the tools button and select the assembly
wizard. you can also drag the windows to the top left of the screen

and select assembly wizard from the dialog that opens. dynamo
sandbox is a great way to run the script offline and view the

results. open dynamo sandbox using windows start, then click on
the dynamo sandbox icon. alternatively, you can start dynamo
sandbox directly from the dynamo visual studio project without

opening visual studio. the process begins automatically when you
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run the visual studio project. open windows explorer and navigate
to c:\program files\autodesk\dynamostudio\samples. if you don’t

have access to the samples folder you can search for the
dynamostudiosolution.sln file to get a list of solutions. double-click

the dynamostudiosolution.sln file to open the solution in visual
studio. open the solution explorer by selecting view>solution

explorer from the menu bar.
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